Are You Going Back To School?
1994-09-16
1994-0916-001

Beloved and holy and only Child of our Heavenly Father, Child of Light divine. I am
the one known as Jeshua ben Joseph and it is in great joy that I come to abide
with you this evening in your timing as you have chosen to turn the focus of your
attention unto me.

1994-0916-002

Thank you, beloved one, for hearing my invitation and for coming to share in the
joy that we are this evening. For that is what it always is when we come
together, it is a homecoming. It is a family reunion. It is a time of sharing the
exhilaration of joy. What you would call the "revving" up, the charge, recharging
the batteries I think it has been called, of knowing again the joy of the Holy
unlimited Child that you are, the Love that you are. The Love that you so willing
and generously give unto others in every moment.

1994-0916-003

For as you pour forth the Love that you are unto others it allows even the cells
of the body to come unto their own harmony and to be in balance, is this not
true? It is.

1994-0916-004

Beloved one, it is very good to see you again in this manner.

1994-0916-005

It is wonderful to be here.

1994-0916-006

Indeed, the invitation has gone out to you as what you would see as a long time
ago, many months in your timing, and finally this evening we have the opportunity
to hold the physical hands and to gaze into the eyes of the beloved one more
time.

1994-0916-007

I feel blessed to be here.

1994-0916-008

Indeed, and I also. Every-time that I am able to come in this manner and to share
the physical touch, to be in touch again, it is the joy we are.

1994-0916-009

Everyone of you in this week has had much going on for you, changes, upheavals,
new things to look at. Things that you would say, "Oh, here we go again. We are
learning again. One more time around, perhaps." It is the time and the
consciousness of the brothers and sisters upon this plane where there is the focus
of attention that is turned to going back to school again. Either for the small
ones or for the ones that are taller in stature, going to the place, the institutions
as they are called, of learning to partake thereof the wisdom that you are. That
the wisdom that you call forth and have recorded in what you would see as the
textbooks, the courses of study and it all is information in those books that you
have put there for you are the one who is calling it forth.
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1994-0916-010

If you will receive it, every book that you take and you open is as a blank book
until you call forward by your consciousness, the information you would call it, the
wisdom upon those pages for another would take the same book and the same
pages and would read that text and would gain from it another perspective. It is
your perspective, your consciousness that calls forth the wisdom that you read in
the lines upon the page and it is as a blank book until you have written upon the
pages.

1994-0916-012

It has been the thinking of you and the brothers and sisters for what you would
see as recent lifetimes that there should be education. There should be formal
education of going unto a place, a class, a gathering where there would be the
textbooks and there would be one who would instruct. And this has been seen to
be necessary for certain communications, language. Certain ways of reckoning the
numbers that would be as communication of exchange. There have been what you
call the basics which speak a language in your world and there has been seen a
necessity for learning that language.

1994-0916-013

But beyond that there is much that is studied and seemingly from without that is
not without you. It is very much within. It is a process of remembering. Even
what you would see as the language of communication with the brothers and
sisters, even what you would see as the reckoning of numbers, you are calling
forth from your own consciousness of what you see this focus to be in this time
and this place. This is how you are scripting September of 1994. This is what you
believe it to be.

1994-0916-014

So, beloved ones, the question is: what would you learn? Let us ask that question
another way. We will start another way. All of you allow yourselves to abide in
the heart for a moment.

1994-0916-015

Take in the golden white Light that you are and breathe it deeply into the heart
that you are and ask of yourself as you cast your mind back over this week,
"What is one thing that I have learned this week? What is one insight that I
have gained for myself this week?" As you would look back over the week. "What
is one thing that I have learned? I have come unto a place of saying, `Oh, that is
what that means.' That is the deeper level of what is going on beyond
appearances." One point of revelation in this week that you have allowed to come
forth for yourself.

1994-0916-016

Beloved one, what have you learned in this week?

1994-0916-017

This hasn't been an easy week.

1994-0916-018

Ah, it is as the Son decrees. And you are truly the Son, both "S O N" and "S U
N." But what has come to mind? What treasure out of this week have you
garnered for yourself?
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1994-0916-019

I am almost ashamed to talk about it because it has to do with shame, deep
shame, that I'm moving out of and I have seen it very clearly.

1994-0916-020

Very important, beloved one, because before you can release something you have
to allow it to come up into the awareness and to be seen as the shadow that it
is. Until you do that as you have well discerned, it is as something you have
stored in the knapsack on the back and you have not quite been able to see, to
the middle of the back, to see what is there.

1994-0916-021

Well, that's being seen and felt and released.

1994-0916-022

And release, exactly, beloved one. There is much shame that the holy Child has
carried seemingly from lifetime to lifetime based upon the belief in separation,
based upon the idea. "That I and the Father are somehow separated. That the
Father is afar off and I am no longer with Him. And if I am no longer with Him I
must have done something terrible and I don't remember what it was, but it must
have been terrible." And from that has come the emotion of shame. A very subtle
feeling. One that cannot be often dealt with for it is slippery.

1994-0916-023

It will not come often to stand right in front of you to be identified. So allow
yourself, what they would call, the top marks for dealing with shame. For having
the courage to allow it to come up and to see it for what it is, the illusion of the
holy Child who thinks himself to be far from the Kingdom and yet, the Kingdom is
but a breath away.

1994-0916-024

As you breathe in the golden white Light that you are and you come unto that
place of peace, that is the Kingdom in each moment. That is where your power
lies as the holy Child that you are. That is where your connection with the peace
that you are will be felt and will be known. That is all you need do and when the
feelings of shame come creeping around the corners take them by the hand and
say, "Come here. Let me see you. Take it and come, right in front of me. Let me
look at you. What are you attached to? Why have you come to be my companion
upon this journey?" And as that shame comes in front of you and plays as a video
would across the screen, you will see that the holy Child was pure of heart and
pure of intent and it has been but the illusion that has brought the shame.

1994-0916-025

For always, beloved one, you are perfect. You are the holy Child from before time
began and you have much courage to bring forth the illusions and to shine your
Son Light upon those shadows and you know what happens when you shine the
Light upon a shadow. Where is it? It goes, disappears. Indeed, this is a grand
thing that you are allow yourself to bring forward and to release. To learn, as it
would be, and yet it is not so much a learning as a releasing. Indeed.

1994-0916-026

Yeah.

1994-0916-027

You, beloved one, you have had much of a week, yes?
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1994-0916-028

Yes.

1994-0916-029

What have you gained from this week? What have you felt?

1994-0916-030

I have a new job and there is a lot of bureaucracy to it. It feels like a lot of
grind.

1994-0916-031

A lot of paper.

1994-0916-032

Yes, a lot of paper. And I've just been trying to keep my free Spirit and the
freedom that I need. I'm looking at how to keep that freedom. There has
been a lot of structure.

1994-0916-033

Yes. This is if you will receive it, beloved one, this is the very reason that you
have called forth this experience. It is to know that who you are is not touched
by the outside appearances of bureaucracy, of others. It is "proving" to you for
you are calling it forth yourself. Proving to you that you are the steadfastness
and the peace of the holy Child throughout whatever you would see the demands
to be.

1994-0916-034

You are very strong, beloved one, and you are knowing your strength throughout
all of this and in the days to come you will find it coming much more simply and
easily for you to remain in that place of peace. Even though the papers come
tumbling around the head and the shoulders and the demands and the schedules
are there, yes. You are knowing who you are throughout all of this.

1994-0916-035

That is why you have said at a very deep level, "I am ready now to experience
what the world would bring to me. I am ready now to look beyond the
appearances of the world and the paperwork and the ones who would be
clamoring for my attention." And to keep that free Spirit which you have called
it, which is you, and to keep it very much in awareness allowing nothing to come
unto that place of peace. Allowing nothing to assail that or even to knock upon
that door for that is where you abide always, in the peace that you are.

1994-0916-036

And that is why are bringing all of this forth. It is to know that you are very
much as canoe that goes on the whitewater. You can allow yourself to flow with
the rapids and you know yourself to be the power of that flow.

1994-0916-037

Be at peace with it, beloved one, as much as you will allow yourself to be and it
is coming easier. In the days to come there will be a balance for you are very
strong. There is a strength of oneness that you are now tapping and claiming, yes,
and it is yours.

1994-0916-038

Very good, I will borrow the sandal.

1994-0916-039

{Putting on a sister's sandal.}

1994-0916-040

You like one?
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1994-0916-044
1994-0916-045

Beloved one, what have you learned in this week? What insight has come to you?

1994-0916-046

Well, I've learned that I am worthy of being happy.

1994-0916-047

Indeed. That is a grand thing to remember. It is not so much that you have
learned this as you have come unto a place of allowing yourself to remember your
worthiness and it is the same for you, as well. You are remembering. It is not so
much learning for there is not the learning. It is the remembering of who you
are.

1994-0916-048

And now you would be in joy, beloved one?

1994-0916-049

I am right now.

1994-0916-050

Indeed, for you deserve it. That is who you are. You are joy incarnate. It is
simplicity itself although the world would speak unto you that there are the
schedules and the papers and the appointments and the telephone calls and the
people who will want this and that. Some of them all at the same time and yet
you are the peace that abideth forever and you are the joy of a child that says,
"I will enjoy every moment. This is my adventure. I am scripting it moment by
moment so therefore, I will enjoy it. I will look for the nuances of ones when
they come and they speak to me. I will see the expression upon their face and I
will read what is in their heart beyond what the words would say. I will look for
the nuances of the experience."

1994-0916-051

And that is joy.

1994-0916-052

And that is joy. Thank you beloved teacher of God. Thank you for being willing
always to come and to be the Light and the Love that you are and to share that
freely with others. For that brings you joy, does it not?

1994-0916-053

Yeah, it does.

1994-0916-054

Indeed.

1994-0916-055

You, beloved one, what have you learned in this week or what have you
remembered?

1994-0916-056

First of all, I want to say I've been looking forward to this time for months
and months and months. I'm so happy to be here.

1994-0916-057

Indeed.
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1994-0916-058

And I think I want to say I am again being reminded that everything is in
divine order regardless of appearances. I have been knocking on doors to find
my right place to be so I can follow in your footsteps and share the Truth as
you have shared it with me and the "Jesus and Mastership" book and the
others and all these beautiful tapes and books. And I know that you are with
me. That you are helping me find my right place. So far it hasn't been
offered to me but I know it is time.

1994-0916-059

Ah, beloved one. Well first of all. Do not follow in my footsteps. You will make
your own footsteps, very unique expression of the holy Child that you are. Your
right place as you have called it, is very much opening for you. You are not, what
you would see, tangibly there, bodily there. But it will. It will come. You have
already felt it in the heart and as the heart desires it will manifest for you.

1994-0916-060

That's what I am to know.

1994-0916-061

For you are allowing yourself now, much more freedom to express the holy Child
that you are. You have cast off the restrictions that you felt to be necessary. It
has been, as you would see, a very tight cloak.

1994-0916-062

But I grew through it.

1994-0916-063

You did indeed. You burst the seams.

1994-0916-064

Ha, yes, it was wonderful.

1994-0916-065

Even in the process of what you would see as the last year of your timing, you
were going about with the seams burst open still wearing the cloak but very
much burst open. Now you are saying, "I do not need that tattered old thing any
longer," and you are letting your Light shine.

1994-0916-066

As I have been blessed I think others have been blessed because of what
they observe.

1994-0916-067

Indeed, indeed they have observed that the cloak did not fit and that you were
allowing the seams to be burst and that gave them the example and the hope and
the courage to do the same for themselves. To no longer wear the cloak of the
world and to say, "This is all I can express." But to allow themselves the fluidity
of the Light, the power of the Light that they are to express freely.

1994-0916-068

You will do much more of this in the days to come and you will find it a grand joy.

1994-0916-069

I am knowing that's true. God bless you and thank you.

1994-0916-070

Thank you.

1994-0916-071

Beloved one, have you had an insight this week?

1994-0916-072

Just a few.

1994-0916-073

Indeed, an abundance no doubt.
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1994-0916-074

Yes. Very.

1994-0916-075

What would you share?

1994-0916-076

Well, I think I've learned quite a bit about putting my trust where my mouth
is.

1994-0916-077

Very good, beloved one.

1994-0916-078

I really think I mean it with all my heart that true love is giving permission
to be and yet, I can't quite let it happen. My daughter loses her job and I
have to fix it and you know well what I'm talking about. That incident in the
meditation last night just drew the whole picture so clear.

1994-0916-079

Indeed, and you were calling that forth, beloved one, in the symbolism to show
yourself what was going on and to show yourself the Truth past the appearances
to see the Light.

1994-0916-080

Well it sure showed it to me. This whole day has just been so grand just
reflecting on it and what I learned.

1994-0916-081

And abiding in the Light that you are always, for when you come from the place
of the heart and the place of the Light and the Love that you are, it is easy to
allow the others their journey. You do not have to rush in and fix it. For indeed,
as you have seen, beloved one, you cannot.

1994-0916-082

My dad used to say, "Why do you always take yourself so seriously?"

1994-0916-083

Indeed, a grand soul, your father in this lifetime, yes.

1994-0916-084

And if I did I'm learning a little bit more not to.

1994-0916-085

Yes. It is a process of discernment from the place of the heart. Coming from a
place of Love and caring, yes. Compassion for the other. But in that compassion to
be able to stand and pause for a moment and to ask to see the bigger picture,
the grander vision and to see how if you are to always open the shell for the
baby chick, the chick does not learn the strength. Does not develop her own
muscles with it.

1994-0916-086

True.

1994-0916-087

So there have been times when you have allowed yourself to stand back and let
the chick peck at the eggshell, to come out of that. You have much wisdom, inner
wisdom, beloved one, and you are calling upon it. Ask always to see the larger
picture. Put it against the backdrop of eternity.

1994-0916-088

Yes, you put it into words. I've had that feeling.

1994-0916-089

Yes, and it does change the perspective does it not?

1994-0916-090

Uh huh. It sure does.
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1994-0916-091

And then go as the heart dictates with the guidance. If it is to help one in a
tangible means or sometimes it is to stand there and support them in love and to
see them as the Christ that they are. Holding that vision for them through the
upheaval that they will manifest for themselves. Knowing that they will come
through it.

1994-0916-092

For this one and all other brothers and sisters are grand masters upon this plane
the same as you are. They have come through what you would see as many
lifetimes of drama and here they are again expressing. Always and forever
ongoing as the expression of the Heavenly Father. So they will come through
whatever they are manifesting and even if it would mean, which it does not in this
case, the laying down of the body. What matters that?

1994-0916-093

That's right.

1994-0916-094

For again they will raise up a new body as they desire.

1994-0916-095

Oh, I'm sure of it.

1994-0916-096

Indeed, and many times it has happened. So you hold the one in Love seeing them
as the Christ that they are. Seeing the Light that they are and allow yourself to
be as the wise grandmother, smiling, figuratively with the arm about the shoulder
or perhaps literally if this is called for, and allowing the Child who stumbles and
falls, allowing that Child to get up again. That is where their strength comes
from.

1994-0916-097

You are doing very well with that. It is a grand thing to remember.

1994-0916-098

Thank you.

1994-0916-099

And you, beloved one, have you had any changes in this week?

1994-0916-100

Yeah.

1994-0916-101

I know you have. I have been with you through what you would see as the roller
coaster of emotions this week.

1994-0916-102

Yes, it seems as though at the beginning of the week I was, as last week, I
was really practicing trust. But not understanding why I wasn't getting any
insights about what to do about making a home for myself.

1994-0916-103

Yes.

1994-0916-104

And I know that there are some things that I think they are very deep
things, painful things that are coming up in me to be healed. It's like I feel
them moving up and part of me feels like, well, great I just want to get on
with this and move on and part of me is kind of filled with dread because it
feels scary.
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1994-0916-105

Indeed. But that has been the habit pattern in what you would see as many
previous lifetimes. But it is no longer your pattern. When those fears come up,
beloved one, you have much courage to deal with them as you have seen in the
past year of your timing. You have made many changes. You have come through
many rings of fear that have been as a huge inferno. Not just a small ring of fear
that you would step over easily, but the ones that you had to walk through that
seemed as mountains above you.

1994-0916-106

You have allowed those fears to be seen for what they were and to say, "I will
walk through these," and you have taken your courage and you have done what
was necessary to come through them. And as you did that, what happened?

1994-0916-107

It became easy.

1994-0916-108

Indeed.

1994-0916-109

Now as a part of kind of looking forward to moving out of or having moved
these old pains or whatever, move out of me and kind of dreading it I think
that accounts for the depression I've been feeling the last few days. But I've
had things come up like, "Oh, no. Do not tell me that the last three years
have been in vain, and that all of these things that I have taken into me are
just an illusion," and I've been thinking about.... Well, I've been feeling, I've
been looking back on my life and feeling very much that all the love that I've
had in my life has been conditional from my fellow human beings.

1994-0916-110

You have perceived it that way, yes.

1994-0916-111

And I was wondering do the majority of people on earth love conditionally?

1994-0916-112

It has been seen upon this plane at this time, that Love is equated with certain
conditions. This is what has been given forth from generation unto generation but
there is also a change, as you have felt, sweeping the face of our Holy Mother,
the Earth. It is Love itself being outpoured with no thought of qualifications or
restrictions or certain limitations of how it will be given or when it would be
deserved. You have seen and you have felt times when you just were so much in
love that it poured forth with no thought of who this one is or if they deserved it
or what would be coming back to you.

1994-0916-113

That's true.

1994-0916-114

The exchange. That is happening more and more upon this plane as the brothers
and sisters are allowing themselves of knowing who they are, as you are doing.

1994-0916-115

The depression and the dread that you have spoken of are as old habits that have
been carried with you many lifetimes. They are coming up one more time to be
looked upon and to be seen as the shadows that they are. For the last three
years, as you have spoken of, have not been in vain. There has been much of what
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you would see as progress. Much releasing and at the same time, much
remembering of who you are.
1994-0916-116

Every time you come unto a place of change and you have much courage, beloved
one, for you are allowing the changes to come rapidly. But every time you come
unto a time of change the old habit patterns and beliefs will come up right in
front of the face as old weeds would be, and you will pull them up and you will
look at them and they will not strangle you.

1994-0916-117

The beautiful flower that you are is very strong and will not be strangled by the
weeds. Those weeds are getting fewer and fewer in the garden.

1994-0916-118

Though it's just as though if I don't perceive an answer to whatever is going
on in my life at the time, my ego just goes hog wild, as somebody in my
family used to say, and brings up... it's almost like "nanny nanny nah nah. I
told you this didn't work. You are just such a fool," et cetera. And I have
enough sense of Self to know that that is the ego talking and the fearful
self.

1994-0916-119

Indeed, it is.

1994-0916-120

But also in this week and it's embarrassing to be depressed and really happy
all in one week. But I met these two lovely women who just seem so
wonderful for whatever reason and like working with this one older lady, is
just turning out to be such a joy to me. It's like we fit hand in glove and I
just love to be around her and I was very busy today and rushed home and
had just time to feed the cats and run over here and I'm not even tired.

1994-0916-121

A miracle.

1994-0916-122

That is a miracle because my past is full of times I wanted to go to
something wonderful and uplifting in the evening and was just so exhausted I
couldn't do it.

1994-0916-123

Indeed, and that shows you how you are allowing the old perceptions and the old
beliefs to be released. For there were other times that the body, which is your
perfect servant always, that the body would say it was much too tired to go
another step and you must rest.

1994-0916-124

Now the body, because you are declaring and decreeing it, is your servant in
allowing you to go where you want to go and to do what you want to do with
much more energy, much more vim and vigor.

1994-0916-125

Right, but I'm feeling much lighter when I am around someone that I can
work so comfortably with.

1994-0916-126

Of course, indeed, and where does this one come from, beloved one? You are
calling this one forth because you are now ready to celebrate who you are.
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1994-0916-127

You know, there is so many times when I think something and I say, "No,
Jeshua wouldn't say that. He'd say you did it." I'd say, "Oh, thank God he
brought this woman into my life." And then I'll say to myself, "No, Jeshua
would tell me I brought her into my life myself." So, I'm kind of getting that.

1994-0916-128

But you may thank God, beloved one, for you are the expression of God upon this
plane. So it is thanking God and your Self.

1994-0916-129

And that is the most important thing I think that I'm getting at this week. I
don't need to call beloved Judi, to get in touch with you.

1994-0916-130

Indeed, beloved one.

1994-0916-131

To help confirm that what feels right in my heart really is right. There is
such a thing as taking in oneness at a very superficial level and then maybe a
little deeper and a little deeper, but not having it through my entire being.

1994-0916-132

But as you have seen it is going deeper and deeper. It starts at a surface level,
as you would see, of allowance, of playing with an idea, "That perhaps, I can be a
little more than I am. Perhaps there is some wisdom within me. Perhaps I and the
Father are one. I am not sure of that but I'll play with it." And as you do that it
goes deeper and deeper. It feels more and more comfortable and you allow it to
trust and you, beloved one, are very much at the place of trusting now.

1994-0916-133

It is okay to call for confirmation but as you have seen, it confirms what you
know in the heart.

1994-0916-134

I have mentioned to Tom that sometimes I think we need classes in like Life
101, or something because it's okay to talk about these teachings and to kind
of sort of get them. If we had a class where we had either hypothetical
situations or actual situations that we are going through and what is a good
way to handle this?

1994-0916-135

Beloved one, you are very much living Life 101. You are calling forth in every
moment the situations that bring it up hypothetically or otherwise, "How will I
deal with this? How can I see this differently?" That is very much Life 101,
although you are getting to the place where you are now in Life 501, more of a
graduate course we will call it.

1994-0916-136

Wow!

1994-0916-137

Indeed. What is needed upon this plane is a course in Remembrance 101 and 501.
And that is what all of you are doing, all of you who have allowed yourselves to
come this evening, you are allowing yourselves to remember. It is not so much of
what you have learned in this week, but it is remembering who you are.

1994-0916-138

Beloved one, what would you share as a remembrance of this week? What has
come to you as an insight?
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1994-0916-139

I've been doing an awful lot of processing this week in going inside very
deeply. Just turning inside myself and I have an awareness of a different
kind of love for myself than I have allowed myself to be worthy of before
and that has enabled me to find a different kind of Love for my parents that
I ever was comfortable with before. It was never enough before.

1994-0916-140

Yes, and to be able to see them as the holy Child that they are searching upon
their own path, their own way to come Home and extending what Love they know
themselves to be unto others. Whether you would see this to be much love or a
lack of love it is still their experience of extending the Love that they know
themselves to be. They are also in their process of coming Home.

1994-0916-141

That's a love me, love them in a way that's more honest than projecting some
idealized parents that they couldn't live up to.

1994-0916-142

Exactly, and seeing them as the one Child, the same as you. Very much searching
to know who they are. Trying on the different cloaks, the different images, the
different belief systems that they felt society taught to them. It was not that
society outside of them was teaching them this but it was what they were calling
forth because of their belief but they would not see it quite that way.

1994-0916-143

But they were searching the same, to know a freedom, to know the Light that
they are. Not always expressing it, but very much searching and trying different
detours, you would call them, along the path. But yet, searching to come Home as
well.

1994-0916-144

What you have allowed yourself to do is to come to a place of recognizing and
claiming your own beingness, your own Love, your own worthiness as the Love that
you are. Getting beyond appearances, getting beyond what society again would
say that the dutiful daughter should be. Of how a family unit should be. All of
the "shoulds". You have allowed yourself to come unto a place of being honest and
seeing yourself in honesty which means that you see the beauty of the Love that
you are. And once you behold your own beauty it is easy to see the beauty in
others though they may not see it themselves.

1994-0916-145

I am getting a little tiny glimpse.

1994-0916-146

Indeed, and that is how it starts. That is how it grows. A very good remembrance,
beloved one. Allow yourself to remember more.

1994-0916-147

The ones known as your parents in this lifetime, you had an agreement with that
you would come and share the experience upon this path, this point of focus
because you would push certain buttons for each other which you have done very
well. Each one being the servant unto the other for issues that you desire to have
come up to be seen and to be healed. To be healed by seeing them in honesty.
Seeing them in wholeness. Seeing beyond the appearance of interactions, the
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appearance of how things "should" be and the appearance of expectations that
were not met.
1994-0916-148

The way I wanted them to be. The way my child wanted them to be.

1994-0916-149

Yes, exactly. Yes, and being able to see them as the Child that they are. For even
though ones would be seen to have more years in expression upon this plane in one
lifetime and even though one would be seen as being larger in stature, they are
still very much the Child within. Very much trying to assume the cloak of the
wise one and yet, inside many questions.

1994-0916-150

Well these words make me have many questions, too, because I realize that
what I have done is accept them as much smaller than what you are talking
about and thank you, that it is something I do want to perceive in other ways
than what I have done so far.

1994-0916-151

To look beyond the appearance of what was given unto you or withheld from you
and to see that each one was coming from their own place of who they thought
themselves to be and how they thought they should be as a parent or not be as a
parent. Who they thought they wanted to express or what they felt they needed
in a lifetime. Often calling out for others to fulfill them for they felt that they
were lacking in certain ways and coming from a place that was not wholing. Not
knowing their own wholeness and yet they are very much the holy Child the same
as you. Very much searching, trying out different detours, different avenues,
opening different doors and saying, "Is the way Home behind this door? Is this
how I go Home?" Trying different ways the same as you have.

1994-0916-152

Love them in what you have said as the honesty, yes, and behold the larger
picture. For truly you have been with these ones in what you would see as other
lifetimes. You have been as the mother unto them when they were in the family
unit in what you saw as that lifetime. You have been as brothers and sisters
again in the family unit where you have shared almost as equals although one was
older and one was younger and so there has been much of the interchange as
what you would see as the roles to be.

1994-0916-153

Again in this lifetime you have come together in order to act out the drama of
the scripts that you have chosen in order to bring up issues that have said, "Let
us look past appearance. Let me see this one for who they are. Let me see the
Light," although they may not know it. They may not see it, "Let me see their
Light. For in beholding their Light I will know my own Light."

1994-0916-154

A grand remembrance, beloved one. You are very Love itself upon this plane. Turn
the Light of your Love upon yourself as often as you remember. As it would be a
flashlight that you would hold out and shine upon yourself. Allow yourself to bask
in the Love that you are. Allow yourself to play as the holy Child that you are
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and when you do that, it will be very easy to love other children no matter their
size or age.
1994-0916-155

Much of remembrance in this evening. Thank you, beloved one, much of my
remembrance as I walk in your sandals. {Returning the sandals to a sister.}

1994-0916-156

We have been asking, welcome beloved one, we have been asking, "What has been
learned in this week?" To cast your mind back over the activities of this week and
to bring forth an insight of what has been learned in this week or what has been
remembered about the Truth of your being. Some experience that you have had.
Something that has come up for you that you have been able to see in a new
light, a new way.

1994-0916-157

Is there something that you would share, beloved one?

1994-0916-158

This week as in all past weeks, just trying to see myself and everyone and
everyone in myself and....

1994-0916-159

And to know the Christ of each one, yes.

1994-0916-160

Yes, and I am in my joy in that.

1994-0916-161

Indeed. We have spoken of that earlier, the joy of being as the holy Child.

1994-0916-162

Welcome, beloved one. How are you this evening?

1994-0916-163

Doing great. Wonderful.

1994-0916-164

You are indeed. Look at the joy upon this face. Would you have an insight to
share that has come this week for you?

1994-0916-165

Yeah, I witnessed an auto accident across the street from our house in the
evening and the person that was involved was by himself and he was Hispanic
fellow, very intoxicated and ran into a parked car as he was passing. He got
out. Looked at his car. Looked at the damage to the other vehicle and
walked away. I'm not sure where he was going but we called the police and
had them come over and investigate and the insight I got out of this was not,
even though we had to identify this person that was involved with the
accident for the police. The insight came that I didn't see anything wrong
with the person.

1994-0916-166

He is a human person maybe he had some drinks and had been driving the way he
shouldn't have on a narrow street and it's not out of the realm of possibility of
this happening to anybody and to not look at the situation as it was but that just
try to see that that could be yourself in the situation and not hold any negativity
towards that person.

1994-0916-167

Exactly, for as you have seen, beloved one, you have looked upon the brother and
you have seen yourself. You have seen the oneness of brother and brother as the
one. For as you have said it could have been and if you will receive it, it has been
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you in other lifetimes. What you would have seen as driving the horse and wagon
and you have run into a ditch, you have run into a tree. Not meaning to but all of
a sudden there you were.
1994-0916-168

So yes, it has been experienced and that is why you could behold the brother and
you could say, "There but for my point of focus in the day and time, there go I.
For indeed I have gone along that path. That is why I can relate to it and I love
this one for I know that he is manifesting for himself exactly the rocks and
boulders upon the path that will cause him to come to a place of stopping long
enough, pausing long enough to ask, `Perhaps, there is another way to see things.
Perhaps it doesn't have to be this way. Perhaps it can be easier.'"

1994-0916-169

For this one very much was suffering in his own torment before he began what
you would call the drinking of the alcoholic beverage. He was taking the drinks in
order to get beyond the gnawing pain within him and as you have seen, it not only
dulled the pain momentarily but it dulled some of the other senses to steer the
car, as it would be.

1994-0916-170

That was a beautiful remembrance that came forth for you have seen the
oneness and you have seen the Christ of this one and in seeing that, you do behold
yourself. Thank you.

1994-0916-171

Thank you.

1994-0916-172
1994-0916-173

Beloved brother, welcome again. What insight would you share with us? What
insight has come this week for you?

1994-0916-174

I don't think I have anything new. What I have already been working on is
seeing the Christ in all.

1994-0916-175

Indeed, and looking beyond the appearance of what is going on here? And saying,
"How can I see this anew? What is truly happening and seeing all of the brothers
and sisters who are acting in front of you as the actors upon the stage that they
are." For they are doing all of this for your benefit. You are the one who is
calling them forth, believe it or not, in order to act out this script so that you
can look beyond it and to behold the Christ of yourself in this.

1994-0916-176

All of them are as the holy Child searching to know who they are. Acting out
their parts, their scripts to the best of their ability and it is a grand ability and
it is all for you to be as the one sitting in the front row seats beholding all of
this and to look beyond, to see what their hearts are truly saying. To remember.

1994-0916-177

That is what it is all about. Not so much going back to school. It has been said
oftentimes that this plane, this earth plane is a school. That you come to learn
lessons and that most of the lessons are seen to be hard ones that come with
many challenges, many hard knocks. You have heard that: the school of hard
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knocks, and that while you are here upon the plane, the earth plane, is to be as
the student. To be in school and to learn the lessons.
1994-0916-178

And yet, if you will receive it, beloved ones, the only lessons to learn is that
there are no lessons. You are not here to be in school. You are not here to be as
the lowly student who needs to be taught. There are no lessons that must be
studied and achieved, no exams except as you would see those to be set before
you and you are the one who is setting the exam before yourself and the grading
of those exams is not by the brothers and sisters. Not even in what you would see
as your institutions of learning. It is very much your own grading and as you come
as this one is now coming unto the place of worthiness you know that you do not
need to be graded, you cannot be graded by anyone else. They will, yes, offer
their opinions. That's what it is, it is an offering which you may take or leave. But
no one can grade you.

1994-0916-179

You are the only one who can grade yourself and even that is an illusion for you
are already the holy Child. You are already perfect and the only lesson that you
need to remember is that there are no lessons.

1994-0916-180

The only lesson is to remember that you have already done it. Already
accomplished everything you would see to be beyond you and above you. You have
already experienced it in what you would see as other lifetimes.

1994-0916-181

That is why you can sit in the stillness of the heart and you can ask for guidance.
You can ask for the inner wisdom to come forth because you are that wisdom. You
are the unlimited holy Child who has experienced what you would see as the
grand adventure of all lifetimes. That is why you can relate unto others when
they are going through something.

1994-0916-182

That is why the heart will reach out unto others and will support others as they
go through something and you will say, "I know how that feels," and truly you do
for you have experienced it. You have been there. As you allow yourself to abide
in the stillness of the heart, as you breathe in the golden white Light that you
are and you return unto that place of peace, you can ask of your Heavenly
Father, of God, of the higher masters, of your guardian angel, your higher Self,
whatever you want to call it. You can ask that the wisdom be given forth to you
and it comes not from outside of you. Although you may at first label it as such.
But it comes from within for there is nothing outside of you. You are all. And the
wisdom that comes up is your own wisdom. The compassion that comes is your own
love, your own understanding and your own revelation of oneness.

1994-0916-183

So no one is above you to grade you. Not even I, that the world has put upon a
pedestal or a cloud somewhere far off who would be seen to be judging my
brothers and sisters. It has been said that when you lay down the body and you
come unto a place known as heaven that you will be met by Saint Peter and
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perhaps by God Himself or one of His emissaries. Perhaps Jesus who will be there
and you will be judged for what you have done or not done.
1994-0916-184

I do not sit in judgment upon anyone. I cannot, for you are the holy Child the
same as I am. You are a grand master who has chosen to put your point of focus
upon this time and this space to experience bringing the Light and Love that you
are to this plane.

1994-0916-185

You have chosen that you will attract the molecules of physicality known as
matter, known as the body to walk about, to speak a language unto the brothers
and sisters that you will bring your Light and your Love to every situation and in
doing that, you will know the Light and the Love that you are.

1994-0916-186

You, beloved one, have chosen an arena where there is much of polarity, much of
contrast between who you know yourself to be as the Light and the Love, the
Christ, and the seeming appearance and the behavior of others. You have done
this because you desire to know in grand clarity the power of the Light that you
are. Not the power as the world would judge power to be, but the power of your
beingness. That the Love that you are pours forth as a healing balm upon
everyone who stands in front of you. Every situation that comes unto your
consciousness as you allow the Love that you are to be extended freely.

1994-0916-187

As you stand and you say, "I am the wise holy Child. I am all wisdom." As you
allow that to be known and claimed as the Light that you are upon this plane you
transform the very world in front of you.

1994-0916-188

That is why you have chosen in what you would see as the challenges. You have
chosen the very arena that you are in because you know at a very deep level the
strength of the Light and Love that you are and you wish to call it forth in
clarity.

1994-0916-189

Therefore, you bring up for yourself experiences that will allow you the
opportunity to pause and to ask, "How can I see this differently? What is really
going on here?" And to see the Light that you are and that others are. To see
beyond appearances.

1994-0916-190

All of you have what you would call your challenges. Different ones. Each one has
your own unique expression upon this plane but each one will bring forth what you
see as a challenge in order to see it in its wholeness. In order to see beyond what
would be a limitation of belief in order to release an old old fear that has been
as a companion with you for many lifetimes. It has been there as a very subtle
weight upon the back.

1994-0916-191

And now in this lifetime you are allowing those limited beliefs of who you are and
who others are. You are allowing those limited beliefs to come up and to be seen
as the illusion that they are, as the shadow that they are. To ask of yourself,
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"How can I see this differently?" No longer as the student but very much as the
master that you are claiming for yourselves that you are no longer in school. That
there is no one above you who will be teaching you. Not even ones that you would
see to be to be in another realm or dimension for we all are as equal. We all are
as the holy Child of our Heavenly Father and you, beloved one, are a master upon
this plane.
1994-0916-192

You are very much the Light and Love of our Heavenly Father expressing upon this
plane and if there be something that you would see changed in your experience,
know you, you can change it.

1994-0916-193

As you abide with that desire in the heart and you allow yourself imagination,
which is your imaging faculty which is what you are doing right now as you sit
upon the chair. You are imaging who you think yourself to be. As you allow your
imagination free reign, as you allow the heart to come alive and say, "Where
would I like to be? How would I like to express the Love and the Light that I am?
How would I envision others around me in that interchange?" And know as that
desire becomes clear in your consciousness for you will bring it into awareness.
Know that as that becomes clear you will manifest it. You will bring it forth just
as you have brought forth this evening.

1994-0916-194

For I come at your bidding. I come because you call me forth. I come because
there is a willingness to say, "I know that there is something beyond the
appearance that the world would speak unto me of. I know that there is more
than just the body. I know there is more than just what society would tell me I
am. Perhaps I can play with unlimitedness. Perhaps I can play at being as free as
the sunshine. Perhaps I can be the Child, the masterful Child upon this plane who
plays with all of the paperwork and is very much the servant of the Heavenly
Father upon this plane," to your brothers and sisters.

1994-0916-195

For it is a grand service that you do even amongst all of the papers that must be
filled out. But there is a grand service that you offer unto your brothers and
sisters by being willing to do what the world would say is necessary even down to
the paperwork so that you may be in contact with them and share with them in a
tangible manner your Light and your energy.

1994-0916-196

You have said, "I am willing to go through what would be the nuisance of the
world in order to be of service. If this is what it takes, I will do it." And it is a
grand service. It is a grand service that all of you do as you claim the master
that you are. As you come unto that place of saying, "If I do not like what I see
in front of me I will change it. I have called forth what I see in front of me." Do
you know what power there is in that?

1994-0916-197

For if you have call that forth - and I assure you that you have - then you can
call something new forth. It happens with the change, the shift in perception as
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you allow yourself to play with the idea that, "Perhaps I am much more than
what I thought myself to be. Perhaps, just perhaps, I can be unlimited." And as
you play with that idea the heart comes alive and out of the heart comes the
power of your beingness, comes the power of manifestation. Out of the heart
comes the stuff of manifestation.
1994-0916-198

For that is where you come alive. For it is as this one who sat with the desire in
her heart to have a place of her own. A place where she could express all of the
beauty that she is and she has looked in various places. She has taken the body
unto many places. She has changed her dwelling place in this past year to try on,
"How would it feel to release the old? To pack up some belonging and to go to a
new place?" as you have done many times. "How would it feel to release a lot of
that old baggage? How would it feel to be totally free to have a place of my
own? Perhaps I am worthy of that."

1994-0916-199

And truly, as she allowed herself to play with that idea she has come alive for
the Child in her has said, "Is it really possible? Could we really have joy? Could
we really play again?" For the Child remember how to play. The holy Child that
you are, remembers how it was when you first appeared upon this plane, the
earth plane. The holy Child remembers how it feels to express in what you would
see as other star systems.

1994-0916-200

Know you that is why there is so much being written in this day and time about
other star systems where you have expressed and where there is now the
intelligence that seemingly is coming from without you to speak to you and yet,
you are the one that is calling that forth.

1994-0916-201

It is because you have expressed in other star systems as you would see it. You
have expressed in other universes, other dimensions. Even as you sit with the point
of focus being in this room in this time, you are very much free and expressing
upon other planes. That is why when you allow the imagination to roam freely,
you see yourself to be in other places. That is why when you pick up a book and
it describes another dimension or another star system there is a relatedness and
you can say, "Yes, I understand that. There is a feeling, a knowingness within me
that relates to that." And all of you are remembering before time began.

1994-0916-202

That is what is at the bottom, as you would see, of all of the searching, all of
the longing, all of the allowing of the illusions to come forward. It is to remember
who you are before time began. Before the point of focus was so narrowly honed
to this time or to what you would see as another time, another expression. There
is that knowing, that Homesickness within.

1994-0916-203

All of you have felt from time to time a Homesickness of wanting to come Home
again, of asking, "Where is Home?" And you have changed geographical locations
and you have changed homes, you have traveled to many parts of what you would
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see as this world. Trying to see, "Does this feel like Home?" And as you allow
yourself the freedom to know that you deserve to express in joy and in beauty,
then you touch Home. It matters not what the four walls look like but it very
much matters what it feels like in the heart.
1994-0916-204

But you will allow yourself to have the experience in what you would see as the
outer form in order to know the inner and yet, it is the inner that calls forth
what you see right out there and yet it is not out there. For as I behold you,
beloved one, how can I behold you except as my Self? That is my point of
reference. That is my point of knowing and I know you. I know you as the Christ
that I am. I know you as the holy Child who is coming Home. That is my point of
reference and that is who you are.

1994-0916-205

Yes, thank you for claiming that. All of you are very much remembering. We will
not call it learning for truly it is not necessary to learn. You have set yourselves
in what you would see as this lifetime and many other lifetimes, the lessons to
come up over and you have marked your progress by how difficult those lessons
were. And you have said, "Look how far I have come for that one was really a
hard one and I have made much progress."

1994-0916-206

And that is all well and good for it encourages the holy Child to remember. But it
is not necessary that the lessons be difficult no longer. No longer necessary that
you drive the truck into something. No longer necessary that you are hard upon
the body. This body serves you well. This what you would see as the brain, the
cells serve you very well for you are the master that is telling all of the brain
cells, as you would call them, how to function, how to allow each synapse, each
light spark that happens to carry the message that you as the consciousness that
you are which is not within the body, you as the consciousness is directing and it
serves you very well.

1994-0916-207

This is what you are imparting to others as you work with and upon their bodies.
The same with you, beloved one. You are allowing them to come unto a place of
ease with the body so that they can come beyond what they see themselves to
be. So they can get beyond the pain of what they feel this to be. So that they
can get beyond the pain, the emotional pain, of what they feel themselves to be
carrying. So they can come unto a place of the heart. At least for a moment.

1994-0916-208

It is the same with the ones that you deal with. They are so much in pain within
themselves and within the chaos of what they see happening around them that
they do not have time to connect. They do not allow themselves the time to
connect with the peace that they are.

1994-0916-209

And yet you, beloved one, every once in a while, you squeeze in around the edges
a word of encouragement. A word that seems to come from out of left field
sometimes for them, and yet it gives them pause for thought and they wonder,
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"Why did he say that?" And they stop for a moment and you have been as the
servant unto them.
1994-0916-210

For as you have smiled upon one who was very much in confusion, very much into
the pain of what he thought the world was doing to him. As you have smiled even
in that outrageousness of smiling you have given him pause for thought. Not all of
them have taken it very far, but you have given them the opportunity and that is
all that you can do but you can do it over and over.

1994-0916-211

All of you, as the teacher that you are, all of you as the Light that you are, you
are the grand servants unto your brothers and sisters and as you serve the
brothers and sisters you serve your Self. For there is no separation. The ones
that you would see experiencing crashing into the parked car, you beheld in an
instant that there was no separation. For an instant you became, as you are, that
brother and you beheld him as yourself.

1994-0916-212

Allow yourself to claim the oneness. Allow yourself to come Home moment by
moment. Coming Home is not something that happens all of a sudden as a grand
voice from heaven and is there forever and always and the grand choirs of angels
will sing. No, it comes as a thief in the night. It comes moment by moment as you
allow yourself the revelation that, "There I go as my brother. I am my brother. I
and the Father are one for I am life upon this plane." That is how you come Home
momently.

1994-0916-213

And as you store up these moments of joy, of insight, of remembrance - not
learning - remembrance, you find yourself abiding more and more at Home. Not as
the student. If you will receive it, you may claim, you must claim that you are
the master. That is what it takes upon this plane, is the claiming to be the
master. To be the professor, the one who teaches the graduate students. The one
who has what you would see as the Ph.D., and the postgraduate learning for
indeed you have, the postgraduate learning. To see yourself as the master that
you are and the claim that. Then from that place you transform your world, even
the paperwork.

1994-0916-214

Now would be a good time to take a break. To refresh the bodies. To put some
water into them and refresh them and then we will meet again in ten minutes of
your timing and we will entertain the questions if there be questions. If not, I
will talk some more. So be it.

1994-0916-215

{Break}

1994-0916-216

Beloved Child, are you going back to school again?

1994-0916-217

No.

1994-0916-218

Indeed, it is not necessary. It is, as the daughter decrees, you do not need to go
back to school again. If you would feel the necessity for the school of hard
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knocks, that is your choice. You may choose it and you have over and over, but it
is not necessary any longer to go back to school again.
1994-0916-219

You are the master upon this plane. You are the one who is calling forth exactly
what you hear. Thank you for the laughter. You are very much the one who has
graduated, who has done the post graduation studies, who has taught, been the
professor. The one in the monastery, the monk who was looked up to and who
taught. You have all done that in what you would see as previous lifetimes.

1994-0916-220

You have come back in this lifetime to garner unto yourself the remembrances of
other lifetimes, yes, the peak experiences of other lifetimes, to remember the
wholeness of who you are. To remember as you did with that one experience, your
oneness. To remember how it feels to be the grand barrister. The one who gave
forth with the long very persuasive speeches and the one who was thrown off a
cliff for others got tired of listening to your speeches.

1994-0916-221

{Laughter}

1994-0916-222

And you have also been the one who is very compassionate of heart who gave
forth the very persuasive speeches to aid others because you were coming from
your heart instead of from the head. You have lived it all. You have lived and you
have loved and by your example you have taught. As you are doing now in this
lifetime by your example you are known to be who you are, the Child of the
Heavenly Mother.

1994-0916-223

You overheard my conversation.

1994-0916-224

Indeed, beloved one, there is nothing that is hidden. Would you have a question
for me?

1994-0916-225

Actually I have at least two.

1994-0916-226

An abundance, yes. What would you ask?

1994-0916-227

First of all, why do you, I know we have talked about this before about
referring to Divine Oneness as Heavenly Father. That to me, really cuts down
the vision and expansion of Divine Intelligence.

1994-0916-228

Yes, and as you have just spoken, beloved one, it does that in your perception.
That is where it abides, is in your perception and it is, as you would call it,
pushing a button for you, yes. But it is an important thing to discuss here as well.

1994-0916-229

You would ask, "Why do I often, always almost, refer to the Heavenly Father?"
Except as you have been my reminder from time to time to call It the Heavenly
Mother. Know you beloved one, you have been as my teacher in other lifetimes.

1994-0916-230

And here I am again.

1994-0916-231

And here you are again. You have been the one who reminded me in what you
would see as another lifetime where you were and still are my teacher. I refer to
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the Heavenly Father because it is a term that is first of all, comfortable with the
time that is labeled and known as the incarnation of Jeshua ben Joseph. It was
very much a patriarchal society and I spoke of the Heavenly Father in order to
bring it into the family. To allow the brothers and sisters to experience the
closeness of family, of a parent and I identified it as the Heavenly Father to take
it from the concept that many of the brothers and sisters held at that time, that
God was afar off in a mountain somewhere or what you would see as even in the
Holy of Holies within the temple. But the ordinary man could never approach God,
the Heavenly Father, for He was in the Holy of Holies and only the high priest
could go in there once a year in order to dust off whatever needed to be dusted
off. It did not get very dusty because there wasn't much activity.
1994-0916-232

But it was my way of bringing home to the brothers and sisters, the feeling of
family and the love of a parent for them and it was a way that they understood,
a language that they understood in that patriarchal society. It brought it to a
place where they could relate to a father.

1994-0916-233

Now, that would bring up for some the blockages of relation to what they would
see as their father in that lifetime and the image that they held of their own, as
they would see it in that lifetime, father. Biological father in that lifetime so
that they had to work through some limitation of belief and some appearances as
all of you have had that issue come up in front of you from time to time. In this
lifetime and other lifetimes.

1994-0916-234

It is also a term that I used to explain the marriage of the Heavenly Father
being the One Divine Source and the Holy Mother, our Earth Who gives of the
molecules of matter in order to bring together the design pattern that you use to
express. To be what is called incarnate. So it brings a way of a concept of
bringing together the Heavenly Father with the Holy Mother in the marriage
which is a marriage that you bring together as the Spirit that you are. Collecting
by your consciousness, all of the cells of the body, all of the molecules of
physicality and activating those molecules as and with the Light that you are.

1994-0916-235

But that's symbolic?

1994-0916-236

Yes. Yes.

1994-0916-237

That's not so because Divine Source is neither male nor female.

1994-0916-238

Indeed. You have the eyes, beloved one, to see past what has been given in
symbolism, to see to the Truth. I have spoken many times as you have known, in
parables, in stories in order to give forth the Truth and ones will hear it at their
level of calling forth their truth in that point of focus. The parables had many
levels of meaning and ones who had the eyes to see beyond the appearances and
ears to hear the Truth that lay beneath and around and above the story were
ones who went to the inner wisdom that you are, as you have just done, and have
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seen that it is not male nor female. It is not limited by any gender. It cannot be,
of course.
1994-0916-239

So I could refer to it as the Divine It, but that would lack a certain familiarity, a
certain feeling of personal closeness that ones find important in the beginning in
order to know the Love of family. For you all are family. You are all brothers and
sisters, all the holy Child. I will not even say brothers and sisters for that would
define gender, but all are the holy Child of the One Source.

1994-0916-240

So thank you, beloved one, for bringing that up again for the discourse. You have
the eyes to see beyond appearance. You have the eyes to discern the Truth of
your being. Yes. What else would you ask?

1994-0916-241

Can you tell me what did you look like? I know we have many pictures of you
depending upon where it is on earth. You have brown hair. You have blond
hair. You have brown eyes. You have blue eyes. What did you have?

1994-0916-242

Ah, beloved one. In the truth of my expression as Jeshua ben Joseph upon this
plane. It is a truth with a small "t". It is not the Truth with a capital "T". The
Truth of my being as the one holy Child.

1994-0916-243

So you will see the rendition of many truths - with a small "t". That is why you
have seen the portraits all different according to how the artist remembers me
as in different facial characteristics, different cultures. For yes, I am the Christ
and I have expressed as what that artist sees and has portrayed upon the
canvas.

1994-0916-244

My truth of that incarnation is that I was tall. I was six feet and a little more,
tall. Study of body for I worked out of doors. I was sun tanned for I loved the
angel of sun. I was strong because I did what you would call, some construction
work, carpentry, building. I traveled. I rode a camel. I had great joy doing it. I
traveled unto many far lands in that incarnation. I had what is called the auburn
hair. Sort of a reddish gold color. Somewhat similar to your only a bit lighter and
I had the blue eyes. What would be known as the very deep blue eyes. This is my
remembrance.

1994-0916-245

I had what you would call, as a very strong face. A powerful jaw. A beard. A
beard. {Looking around} A mustache, yes. At least a mustache here tonight. I had
a beard which I kept in good form.

1994-0916-246

I was sun tanned. What you would call swarthy and I had a nose which was a
good sized nose. Not a small nose. It served me well.

1994-0916-247

A big Jewish nose?

1994-0916-248

One would term it that in this day and time, yes.

1994-0916-249

{Laughter}
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1994-0916-250

Oh, that's wonderful.

1994-0916-251

That is how you would define it in this day and time and there are those of you in
this room this evening who when you sit in your quiet time bring forth a
remembrance of what I looked like and what we shared in that lifetime. It is not
hidden from you. You will see pictures of me and you can discern for yourself
what feels true and it is true for it is your truth.

1994-0916-252

What I have described for you in this evening is my truth. It is as one would
write an account of a lifetime or of an event and there would be perhaps, many
who would see that event and then they would write an account of it and each
account is true according to the perception of that one who was doing the
account and yet, not all of the accounts are going to agree.

1994-0916-253

You have seen this with your eye witnesses, as they are called, who have seen
with the eyes and then they have given their description of what has gone on and
perhaps one eye witness will be very much different in their account from
another eye witness. Have you seen this in testimony? Each one remembering
perhaps different characteristics, different circumstances of what went on and
yet, each one is true in their perception of what they have seen and remembered.

1994-0916-254

I enjoyed the body. I enjoyed the muscles, being able to use the muscles. Being
very strong. My body served me well. I knew how to be with the body in
expression. To ride the horse, the donkey, the camel. To walk many miles in the
sandals. Sometimes in the bare feet. Many times with my feet upon the Holy
Mother, our Earth without what you would see as the sandals.

1994-0916-255

And I knew myself to be the master that was calling together this expression so
that when the time came upon the cross I did not suffer. I did not feel the pain
that you would identify with the body. For that is again, a belief that you have
taken in what you would see as many many lifetimes and you have stored it even
as what you would see as a memory within the cells themselves. That when the
energy is disrupted in a certain way there will be pain. It need not be so for the
energy need not be disrupted and is not. If you know yourself to be the
wholeness of that energy.

1994-0916-256

But to answer your question, beloved one, that is how I remember it. I enjoyed
the sandals, yes.

1994-0916-257

How did you, I don't want to say learn, but I know it's remembering.

1994-0916-258

Yes. A quick study.

1994-0916-259

What practice, did you do a practice to remember that ability to transcend
the body and did you do like Hatha yoga?

1994-0916-260

Yes, there was what you would know as the yoga practices, yes. I studied, first of
all, as a young lad in the Essene community and there was much that the masters
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there shared with me and after I was twelve years old I studied with other
masters. When I was eighteen I made trek unto a country known in your day and
time and India and I studied with the masters there and I studied in a way that
brought forth my remembrance of the energy that I am.
1994-0916-261

And yet there is no account of that in the Bible.

1994-0916-262

No, beloved one.

1994-0916-263

Perhaps a political thing?

1994-0916-264

No, it was more. That the ones who were writing the accounts were writing from
what they remembered. What they had shared with me and they were not with
me in those years that I studied in India in what is known as Tibet and also in the
far country known as Great Britain. For I studied there with what is known as
the Druids and all of the masters shared with me their inner wisdom, the secrets
you would call them. And yet, there is nothing secret for it is all your wisdom,
the inner wisdom that you are.

1994-0916-265

But they were as catalysts for me for remembering the oneness and the
wholeness that I am. There were practices that they instructed me in. There
were many hours, as you would see, that I spent in what is called meditation.
Allowing myself to know that I was not the body. Allowing my imagination to roam
freely. To play with unlimited feelings and there were times when there were,
what you would call, as tests. They were not tests. Times when I could bring this
into play, to see not only what I knew here, but to be able to demonstrate it for
myself. To bring it forth.

1994-0916-266

And there was much that was as catalysts for remembrance as there is for you in
this lifetime. For as you work with ones who are constricted in the body one way
or another, as you have experienced for yourself constriction in the body it has
allowed you the opportunity to come past that belief that you are just, or that
they are, just the body.

1994-0916-267

You have played with, "What does it feel like if I could be outside of that pain?
Outside of that constriction?" And you have asked yourself, "Where do I abide?
Do I abide within this body? Or do I abide as the consciousness, the energy that
activates the body? And if I am the energy that activates the body I have power
to change what I am experiencing." And you are sharing with others techniques
where they can experience their power as being not the victim of the body but
being very much the master of the body. And it comes, what you would see, as in
small increments, small revelations and each one builds upon another, yes.

1994-0916-268

There were many masters that I studied with who opened their hearts and their
wisdom to me and shared with me as their guidance showed them, shared with me
what they have learned. There were those who taught me with the words. There
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were those who taught me by example and there were those who taught me by
turning their back so that I came to myself.
1994-0916-269

There were those who, in my human terms, abandoned me, rejected me when I
called out for their help and they turned their back so that I could develop my
own knowingness of my own strength. They were my teachers in doing that.

1994-0916-270

Does that answer your question, beloved one?

1994-0916-271

Yeah.

1994-0916-272

You have all witnessed a miracle.

1994-0916-273

I'm sure there is more coming.

1994-0916-274

At least for the time being, right.

1994-0916-275

We are going to do second rounds.

1994-0916-276

Yes, there will be more that will come. This one is as a fountain of questions.

1994-0916-277

Beloved one, would you have a question for me this evening or a sharing?

1994-0916-278

I don't think I have a question.

1994-0916-279

It is not necessary.

1994-0916-280

A sharing maybe, but not yet. I haven't thought about it.

1994-0916-281

I will share with you, beloved one, that you are the beauty of the angel that you
are. You are very much, what you would see, as the deva upon this plane. You are
very much the Light that touches all of creation.

1994-0916-282

Thank you.

1994-0916-283

Behold that in your morrow, in the morning when you awaken and you look upon
your image in the looking glass. Allow yourself to pause for a moment and say,
"Good morning, deva," for that is who you are. Thank you, a delight.

1994-0916-284

Beloved one, would you have a question or a sharing?

1994-0916-285

I don't have a question. You are answering all of my questions through other
questions.

1994-0916-286

Indeed, it is most wonderful how that happens for there is but one Mind, there is
no separation. And as the brothers and sisters seemingly separate, would voice
the questions you find that it is your own question. You find that it is bringing
from within your own answer, your own insights.

1994-0916-287

What you said my teachers that turn their back on me. I was so beautiful.

1994-0916-288

It is a very powerful method of teaching. Thank you.

1994-0916-289

And you, beloved brother, how are you this evening?
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1994-0916-290

Very good.

1994-0916-291

Would you have a question or a sharing?

1994-0916-292

Yes, I have a question. As we come to know more of these teachings and
truths, how we manifest what we seek and how we are all of the same
Source the question comes up how we can become vehicles for the energy to
come through to help others who are to gain more insight and accelerate in
this direction and my question is what specific, what are several specific ways
of releasing any blocks in yourself as a vehicle to allow that to come
through?

1994-0916-293

Always and forever, beloved one, you are a vehicle for allowing the Light and the
Love that you are to express upon this plane. Even in times when you would see
yourself to be blocked, you are not blocked. You are very much expressing the
Light that you are. It is only that you would hold the hand in front of your own
eyes and say, "That I do not see what is happening here. I do not see my own
Light being expressed."

1994-0916-294

You have much guidance that is coming in clarity for you. There is a desire of
your heart to be an open channel, as you would call it, for Divine Wisdom and for
Love upon this plane and this is manifesting. It is not something that will manifest
for it is already happening.

1994-0916-295

But in the days to come you will allow yourself more and more trust of this. You
will find yourself speaking unto others words of wisdom. For you will care and you
will come from a place of the heart as you already do and you will say, even to
yourself before the mouth is opened, you will feel a desire in the heart to help
others, to share with them. And you will allow yourself to open the mouth and to
start sharing and as you do you will feel a flow of wisdom flowing through you as
a river flows.

1994-0916-296

You know not from whence it comes although it comes from the One Source and
you allow it to go forth as the healing balm of Love upon this plane. You have
felt much guidance within. You have felt a desire to be of service to the brothers
and sisters. This is a true desire for as you allow your heart to be open, you
experience your own heart. For as you allow that Love to pour forth, you
experience that Love yourself for you are very much in it as it.

1994-0916-297

The blockages of which you speak are only there as illusions. You may hold on to
them as long as they seem to be companions, as long as they seem to be serving a
purpose, but you need them no longer and truly, they are not there. I do not see
them. Allow yourself to see yourself as I see you. Give yourself a moment in
every day to step into my sandals and look upon you as I see you. And then if you
want to accept the image that you have held of yourself in the next moment you
may do so. But allow yourself a moment or so, five minutes perhaps, to play with,
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"How would it feel to stand in the sandals of Jeshua? How would I see
everything?"
1994-0916-298

For indeed beloved one, you have had revelations like this already. Thank you.

1994-0916-299

Beloved brother who does a grand service and who does not even know it
sometimes, what would you ask this evening?

1994-0916-300

Well it's related to career but I haven't got it formulated yet.

1994-0916-301

That is part of the confusion you are feeling, the wandering in the wilderness.
There is a clarity yet about the desire of where you want to be and how you
want to express? You are working with this, as it would be, you are sifting various
alternatives, options, places. You have tried out some places to see what they
feel like, arenas. You are sifting and you are coming unto a place of clarity
although you are not quite there yet.

1994-0916-302

Play with it. Do not feel that there is a pressure even though the world would
speak of certain necessities for the golden coins. All yourself to abide in the
heart and ask, "Where would I like to serve my brothers and sisters with the
expertise that I have gained in this lifetime? Where can I serve that will bring
me joy?"

1994-0916-303

How does one know whether this is one's ego or...?

1994-0916-304

Ah, beloved one, the ego always speaks of separation. The ego always speaks of
one against another or set apart from another. Not necessary in conflict, but as
seen to be in separation. When you are coming from a place of desire of the
heart, where you want to share who you are with the brothers and sisters and to
help them. When you feel the heart to be wide open, then that is a true desire.
That is who you are.

1994-0916-305

There are times when you will feel a desire to be of service to the brothers and
sisters, to be in compassion. To give unto them the support that they need and
perhaps an encouraging word or even a very tangible suggestion as to where they
may go and what they may do. And then there is a voice, mistakenly identified as
ego that pops up and says, "But you are very important in doing this." You are
very important in allowing the holy Child to share with a brother or sister the
inner wisdom that you have already allowed to be revealed for you. It is the false
feeling that ego would say, "But you cannot take pride in what you are doing." It
is not a false pride of the world that would set you up in separation from the
brothers and sisters, but it is a true pride in knowing that what you do is of
importance. That what you do comes from the heart to support the others.

1994-0916-306

Do you see the difference? Ego will always speak of separation. The heart knows
no separation. The heart rushes forward in Love to support others in whatever
way the guidance speaks unto you. That is the difference. Follow your heart,
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beloved one. You have much of the learning that you have in the mind, much of
the expertise that speaks a language in this world and it is not by accident that
you have studied this language for it is way of service unto the brothers and
sisters and a way of service unto yourself.But you have yet to come unto clarity
as to where you desire to express.
1994-0916-307

I don't think it's so much desire, it's more of the opportunity and where that
place is to be.

1994-0916-308

Indeed, and this will come as the clarity comes for you. It is not so much an
opportunity outside of yourself, beloved one, although it is the way of the world
to look upon it that way. But when you come unto a place of clarity with it, "I
must do this. I want to do this. It is the desire of this lifetime and I will not lay
down the body until I do this." Then the opportunity will manifest. Do you see?
Yes.

1994-0916-309

Beloved teacher of God, how are you?

1994-0916-310

I am doing great.

1994-0916-311

You are indeed, doing great. What would you ask this evening?

1994-0916-312

My question is in regard to relationships and I find it easy to love
unconditionally but in closeness, relationships like mated types.

1994-0916-313

Day to day.

1994-0916-314

Day to day, there is where the rub is.

1994-0916-315

Indeed.

1994-0916-316

I seem to put a lot of conditions on that and I'm struggling within myself just
to, how to see it more clearly and not put the judgments in there and not
demand and not want things my way. When is it time to be accepting or not
accepting and to move on or to tell ego to shut up and just get along or
what?

1994-0916-317

Indeed, you have discerned well. It is to tell the ego that would speak of
separation to shut up and get thee behind me. For that is where it deserves to
be, forgotten, in the past, left.

1994-0916-318

You have been with this one in many many lifetimes. You have done all of the
roles with this one. You have been the grand adventurers many times together
and shared much. You have pushed the buttons for each other in what you would
see as many other lifetimes, different buttons than what you are pushing in this
lifetime. But you have agreed that you will come together again to share this
journey and to push the buttons of issues that you wish to see in wholeness, to
see in a new Light in the whole picture.
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1994-0916-319

So yes, as you have said, the rub comes in the day to day living with anyone that
you are in close association with for they are your servant. They will come and do
exactly what you desire from the soul level, to have them do in order for you to
see past the niggling nuisances of all of that feeling, of the expectations and the
"shoulds' of how it should be or how, "I think I want it to be," and yet, at a very
deep level you want it to be what it already is, the Holy Relationship where you
see the holiness of that one and you know your own holiness in it.

1994-0916-320

It matters not what this one does. It matters not whether he leaves his shoes in
the middle of the room so that you can trip over them. It matters not whether
he puts the, as it is called, seat down on the toilet. It matters not for in other
lifetimes you have been the one who left the seat up.

1994-0916-321

{Laughter}

1994-0916-322

You have expressed and experienced the reversal of roles, the reversal of what
you see as the character traits. That is why you know them so well. That is why
they come up so quickly for you, because you have already, as they say, been
there. Allow yourself to be at peace with however this one wants to express the
different nuances of his expression. And allow yourself, even when he is pushing
the buttons, allow yourself to stand back just a degree or so, just for an instant,
and behold what a grand actor that one is. How he is playing his script
beautifully for this one does and is your servant and he plays that part really
well.

1994-0916-323

And you have a reaction that comes from habit, old habit belief and patterns that
no longer serve you in holding on to them. They serve you in the releasing of
them. Laugh your way through the day to day occurrences with this one.

1994-0916-324

Allow yourself literally, when the buttons are pushed to laugh. Make yourself a
sign that you put upon the refrigerator door, the mirror, wherever in front of you
that says, "Laugh." and it will be gone. Remember to laugh. The first reaction,
the habitual reaction is always with mankind/womankind to react in anger, in
fear, in frustration. In the feeling that the expectations of the "shoulds", how it
should be, have not been met. And yet if you will allow yourself a degree of
distance and the laugh it will transform what you see in front of you into the
holiness that it is. Have fun with it, beloved one.

1994-0916-325

The next time the button gets pushed, laugh.

1994-0916-326

Okay, I will. Thank you.

1994-0916-327

And I will laugh with you. I've already been laughing with you sometimes.

1994-0916-328

I'm sure you have.

1994-0916-329

Only at you because you were not laughing at that time in order to join with me.
We will laugh together now.
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1994-0916-330

Beloved one, would you have a question or a sharing?

1994-0916-331

Well, I think you've answered almost all of my questions. At one time or
another I am content with what's happening in my life, my world.

1994-0916-332

Yes.

1994-0916-333

And I know that as I continue my faith it will work out as it is supposed to.

1994-0916-334

Indeed, you have already seen that. Allow yourself the peace of that
knowingness. Allow yourself to rest in the everlasting arms of the One Source.
Allow yourself to know that you are always supported and loved. It cannot be
otherwise for you are that Love. Allow yourself the freedom of the heart to do
what you want to do. You have already served your time, as it would be, in
agreeing to other's restrictions.

1994-0916-335

That's my time.

1994-0916-336

Yes, you have served them and you have served yourself well, but now is a new
chapter. You are a grand adventurer and now is a new chapter that you are
embarking upon. One where you can reap all of the joys of what you have sown.
Not only in this lifetime but other lifetimes as well. You can reap all of those
joys and be quite free about it.

1994-0916-337

It is to kick up the heels and to be as the Child that you are. To go with a grand
freedom. For you have been testing and seeing for yourself that it matters not
whether you even have, what is called, a home of your own for a certain time
period. You will have a home of your own again, you know. You have manifested
that many times. Indeed, you have manifested that many times.

1994-0916-338

It looks like I'm going to Arizona.

1994-0916-339

Yes. Follow the heart's desire. That will be the next place upon your journey. You
will find much happiness there. Not because it is there outside of you, but
because you are allowing yourself to express that happiness. And know that many
of the ones that you meet in this lifetime and have had, what you would call, the
expression of Love, the connection of Love are as old friends that you have been
with in many other lifetimes. And that is why you have come together with them
and there has been the instant familiarity. It has been to remind you of the bond
that is never broken even though the body be laid down and a new one raised up.
The bond of Love is always there and as you come into the presence of that one
you feel the familiarity for truly you are family.

1994-0916-340

And it matters not whether there be the relationship in the world as the world
would see it. What matters is what you have already discerned, the bond of Love
that is never broken. In that is freedom.

1994-0916-341

You are great.
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1994-0916-342

You are great, also, thank you.

1994-0916-343

Beloved one, would you have a question or a sharing? I need not ask. I know it is
true, yes.

1994-0916-344

I do. This has been bothering me for a real long time and it isn't going to
make the world stop or go, but why is it I get so dog gone impatient when
people keep trying to press a vitamin or a something or a something or a
something to put in my body and they just don't stop? I mean, if I take the
dang thing I get diarrhea every time.

1994-0916-345

And you do a great releasing yes.

1994-0916-346

I do. I really do.

1994-0916-347

You say, "I know I didn't want to take that within the body and there is goes."

1994-0916-348

There is goes. Why is this so button pushing for me?

1994-0916-349

It is an example that you are calling forth, much as this one has spoken, of
allowing yourself to laugh at what is happening. It is no different than if you
have ones coming up to you and wanting to sell you a vacuum cleaner over and
over and over. You would have the button pushed and say, "But I don't need a
vacuum cleaner and I do not want it." So it is not so much the specific of what it
deals with, but to see the one who is offering that to you. To see where they are
coming from for they are truly offering from their heart something they feel will
be of benefit to you.

1994-0916-350

Oh, indeed.

1994-0916-351

Because they love you. Because they feel it to be of worth and they want to
share it. It is their way of putting into tangible form the Love that they want to
express. They do not know, always, how to express that Love freely in other
ways. So they will find something that is an outward expression.

1994-0916-352

Well, even strangers do it.

1994-0916-353

And why would a stranger not want to express Love to you, beloved one? It does
not take on that you know.

1994-0916-354

Why is it so important to them?

1994-0916-355

Why is it important to express Love?

1994-0916-356

No. To make me take a vitamin or a memory enhancer.

1994-0916-357

It is because they wish to share with you something they have found of value.
And it is also for you to come unto your place of clarity that you are not the
victim of what another would say unto you. Even if they stand there and yap and
yap and yap. You behold them in Love, in the Light that they are and you close
your ears to the discord. You close your ears even to the words that seem to go
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on and on and you smile, and you thank that one for sharing with you what they
see as value and then....
1994-0916-358

We could be talking about other things. We don't need to talk about that all
of the time.

1994-0916-359

Indeed, and you may speak unto this one the clarity of your heart and say, "Yes,
I have heard you and I appreciate the Love that you are offering to me. Now, let
us speak of other things." You are the master who may do that. You don't have to
stand there as if you would be under the shower head and listen to the shower
coming down forever.

1994-0916-360

That's how it feels.

1994-0916-361

You may turn it off. It is for you to know your power of either accepting to be in
that shower or saying, "Okay, I have experienced the shower. Now let us speak of
other things." You are very powerful.

1994-0916-362

Thank you. Sometimes I get very annoyed.

1994-0916-363

There is power in that but it is what you have seen as the reverse side of the
coin. The reverse side of what you desire to experience. Yes, just speak unto
these ones the clarity of your heart. Say, "I hear. I hear what you are sharing
with me and I appreciate the Love that you are offering. Now let us speak of
other things."

1994-0916-364

They will feel that you have accepted their gift. You have accepted what they
were truly offering. Perhaps not the tangible thing and they may come back
again and offer it to you as on a platter and you may say the same thing and
then go on to something else.

1994-0916-365

Thank you.

1994-0916-366

It is easy for you, really.

1994-0916-367

Beloved one, what would you ask this evening?

1994-0916-368

Well Jeshua, I wanted to share that just before the break I felt a great
insight to know that all the times that I have called or taken you aside or
something to get confirmation from Jeshua that the decision I was about to
make was the "right" one.

1994-0916-369

Indeed, and there are no wrong ones.

1994-0916-370

I know. It is just getting to me is that I had said to Judi at the break I had
this feeling that no matter what I go to Jeshua with to ask confirmation
about a decision whether it is a job or a home or mate or whatever, that you
would say how does it feel? You would say something like this: how does it
feel in your heart?
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1994-0916-371

I would say exactly that, yes.

1994-0916-372

And I would say, well it feels really good or maybe it doesn't feel so good
and you would tell me to go with my heart and that the fear that we have,
that seems to be a part of world consciousness, part of the fear is that the
decisions we make might be the "wrong" decisions and you are teaching us
that there are no wrong decisions. Because every decision will bring about
situations that remind us of who we are.

1994-0916-373

Indeed. Revelation dawns, yes.

1994-0916-374

So if we know that, first of all trust our hearts, and just forget about
worrying about whether it is the right decision or not and know that
whatever happens there's learning in it.

1994-0916-375

And not only learning but the remembrance that you have just spoken of.

1994-0916-376

Yeah, forget the learning thing, it's remembrance. Indeed, I got that tonight.

1994-0916-377

Good.

1994-0916-378

That was an automatic learning. It was an automatic word for me. Okay. I
very much thank you for that insight. I want to thank myself for that insight
or whatever.

1994-0916-379

You are remembering, beloved one, to thank yourself for it is not I who come and
pour this wisdom over your head as if I would be the grand teacher. For indeed,
you are not the student.

1994-0916-380

You remind me.

1994-0916-381

Yes, as my teachers, my masters in this incarnation reminded me, yes.

1994-0916-382

Now, the question I have for you is in a broad sense has to do with our
Mother Earth and the people who live on it and this political situation where
it seems that once again the military might of our country is poised to force
our will on others by using massive military force. What it appears to me is
to right what appears to be a wrong but to do it in such a way that many
lives will be lost.

1994-0916-383

They are never lost.

1994-0916-384

Many lives may be terminated perhaps earlier than they want to be.

1994-0916-385

That never happens.

1994-0916-386

That never happens either?

1994-0916-387

The body is always laid down as a choice. But what you are saying is that perhaps
many through this will choose to lay down the body and you would see it as an
unnecessary choice. But again it is the way you are viewing it, yes.
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1994-0916-388

So it doesn't really matter? Because those who lay down the body have made
the choice to do it?

1994-0916-389

Indeed, for the body is never taken from one. It is given as a choice.

1994-0916-390

So there needs to be no judgment or anxiety around decisions like these?

1994-0916-391

Indeed, beloved one, for where would the anxiety come from? It comes from the
place of separation again, the place of fear that would speak of separation. But
this, you and your brothers and sisters are calling forth many many of you upon
the face of our Holy Mother, the Earth, calling forth in order to ask of
yourselves, "Is there not a new way of doing this? Is there not a new way of
expressing Love that does not have to be through what is seen as the forceful
issuance of one will over an another?" That is how it is seen.

1994-0916-392

There is much that is coming to the forefront with this decision and it is not by
accident that this decision is being debated and drawn out over what you would
see as a period of time. It is for ones such as yourself to look upon it and to see
what is important here? What is truly going on? Can I sit in the silence of my
heart and extend unto my brothers and sisters in what would be seen to be,
another country? Can I not extend the Love that I am unto them and to see them
in the vision of the Christ Light that they are? For there is no separation.

1994-0916-393

As you sit in the silence of your heart and you hold truly hold the knowingness of
that vision within your heart of who they are, it is felt at some level. Perhaps not
a conscious level although that will be bubbling up to the surface in time, but it
is opportunity for you and the brothers and sisters to sit and to say, "Here we go
again. We have tried this other way in the past many many times and has it
brought us to a place of joy? And the answer is no. Perhaps there is a new way
of looking at this. Perhaps there is a new way of extending my unlimitedness.
Perhaps the ones who are seen to be in a foreign country are not foreign at all."
For geographical boundaries are but arbitrary boundaries. They shift and they
change with the winds of time, as you have seen. They are very arbitrary and
very much in the moment so the ones that you would see as your brothers and
sisters in a country known as Haiti are very much the ones the same as you would
see in your own town and village, your own county next door. Very much who you
are.

1994-0916-394

So yes, this has come up again to give opportunity for all of the brothers and
sisters to come unto a place of recognizing the holiness of the Child and to know
that you are not limited by what the so-called leaders would be saying of their
assessment of the situation but there is a new wave spreading across the face of
the earth. A wave that says, "I am Love. I am not limited to just one spot, one
focus, but I am Love," and this goes out, very much contagious from one brother
to another brother to another and what you do in the silence of your heart is
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very powerful and what you do in speaking unto ones over coffee or on the
telephone and saying, "You know, perhaps there is another way of looking at this."
It is very contagious and it spreads as the ripples upon a pond. And in time, a
very short time it will transform the world.
1994-0916-395

Can we say it's a very hopeful thing that from the television polls that I've
heard is that a vast majority of people within these physical boundaries are
opposed?

1994-0916-396

Yes. Now they are not all coming from a place of Love. Many are coming from a
place of fear that they do not want to be involved or see ones that they loved
involved, or they do not want to have whatever they hear the outcome to be. But
yes, it is part of what you would call the new consciousness, the new awareness
that is sweeping the earth where ones are saying, "I have a voice." Even show by
the fact that you would call forth such a thing as a poll upon the TV. It is
showing you seemingly without yourself, that you have a voice. Very much a voice.
It is the voice of who you are.

1994-0916-397

But yes, it is a hopeful sign, as you have said. There is much that is changing.

1994-0916-398

Well that's very comforting. You have not been called the Great Comforter
for no reason. Thank you.

1994-0916-399

Thank you, beloved one.

1994-0916-400

Jeshua.

1994-0916-401

Ah ha, the fountain.

1994-0916-402

I've been thinking.

1994-0916-403

Beware the woman who thinks, yes. What would you ask?

1994-0916-404

When you were talking about the people in Haiti, it is not totally clear yet.
You and I have talked about this before that there is a purpose in the
cultural identity that we take on. On this plane in this moment in time, and
so to me, I'm a "Trekky", I like watching Star Trek. You probably watch it,
too.

1994-0916-405

I do indeed. Not only that but I take part in the writing.

1994-0916-406

Really? You are buddies with Roddenbery?

1994-0916-407

Does that surprise you?

1994-0916-408

No, not at all.

1994-0916-409

Good.

1994-0916-410

Here is one of the questions: I think that the prime directive that they have
on TV is in many respects a good way to allow people and cultural identities
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and whatever process is going on that that time for them. I mean I think
that's a pretty good policy.
1994-0916-411

Yes.

1994-0916-412

I mean, is that pretty consistent with what your understanding is of Truth.
Do you know what I'm talking about?

1994-0916-413

Yes, indeed, beloved one.

1994-0916-414

Okay, read my mind.

1994-0916-415

It is the Truth of the One Source. The Truth of your Being. It is in alignment
with expressing who you are and allowing that to come into very visible
experience. Yes, there is a shared consciousness, you will call it, of ones who live
in what is known as culture, ones who have a similar interest because of a focus
that is shared.

1994-0916-416

It is as you have come with ones of your family here and others that are not
physically sitting upon the chairs. There is a shared focus that has said, "This is
what I believe life experience to be about. This is what I believe life experience
to be evolving into." It is a shared consciousness.

1994-0916-417

All of you who are sharing in what would be see as the new wave of consciousness
that is sweeping across the face of the earth. It is what you have agreed to
share as your focus and it is that focus and that agreement that will in time
bring you Home. For that, coming Home, is foreordained. The focus is a choice. The
time in which you do it. The method, the avenue, the shared focus is a choice and
it changes in what you see as your time of expression, different times,
incarnations, experiences. Whatever you will call it. But there is a shared focus.

1994-0916-418

You, beloved one, when you watch what is known as the Star Trek, you allow
yourself to identify with a focus in another time and space and if you will receive
it, there is a percentage of you that is expressing in that reality - reality with a
small "r". That is why you will sit and you will be very much one with what is
going on in that story. You are that character or those characters. Whatever you
see the drama being portrayed. You are living that. You are also living the point
of focus that says, "I am sitting here watching that television."

1994-0916-419

Right, many places at one time.

1994-0916-420

Yes, you are unlimited. But there is a common sharing of focus where you have
agreed with ones who are in alignment with that because there is no separation.

1994-0916-421

All right.

1994-0916-422

And it is not a discrete sharing of consciousness that says, "This is the group that
shares this consciousness and then this one is totally separate." It is a very
gradual blending that happens where you cannot say where this one stops and
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this one starts. It is very much a gradual, because it is all one as the expression
of life on all of the different planes and dimensions that you can ever imagine.
1994-0916-423

But what you would see is a focus where you have agreed to share values and
experiences, prime directive as the belief that is worthy. And it is worthy for it is
what will bring you Home.

1994-0916-424

As you allow yourself to sit with what is known as your television and to watch
another time, as it would be, upon that box. You allow yourself to connect with
another aspect of yourself. It is the same even in what you would see as some
would judge them to be a waste of time. But they are not, they are soap operas.
What is soapy about them? Are they clean?

1994-0916-425

They sell soap. That's why they are called soap operas.

1994-0916-426

Ah, now I will have to watch for that.

1994-0916-427

Well the people that put them on are selling soap.

1994-0916-428

Okay, if you say so. I will have to try to share that focus with you.

1994-0916-429

It's true.

1994-0916-430

I'm sure it's true.

1994-0916-431

Oxydol and different ones that pay for these people to be on a show.

1994-0916-432

I would not debate your truth.

1994-0916-433

{Laughter}

1994-0916-434

Yes, well, as you allow yourself to identify with the characters in what is known
as a soap opera, again you allow yourself to release the restriction of who you
think you are in this point of focus and to relate with others. To relate to
another aspect, many other aspects of yourself and yet, you are very much in the
focus of being who you see yourself to be here watching that upon the screen
and yet there are times when you are watching that and you are very much into
that forgetting that you are sitting back here watching it.

1994-0916-435

Have you even been to what is known as one of your adventure movies and you
found yourself so caught up in the suspense and you were on the edge of the
chair, heart beating, very much into it and then there was a moment, "But I'm
sitting in the theater with a lot of people around me," and yet you were so
caught up you were in that drama?

1994-0916-436

You are allowing yourself to connect with another aspect of yourself. That is
what you are all doing even as you remember what you would call past lifetimes.
In Truth - with a capital "T" - there are no past lifetimes.

1994-0916-437

They are happening now.
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1994-0916-438

Exactly, and even that is the dream of the holy Child.

1994-0916-439

What's the dream? There is no life and there is life?

1994-0916-440

There is life, yes. There is always the ongoing expression of the Light that you
are and the Love that is expressed as that Light. What you see to be the
experiences moment by moment, are the drama. That is why you may laugh at the
moment to moment things that happen for it matters not in Truth. It matters
very much in the small "t", truth as you get caught up into it.

1994-0916-441

But as you allow yourself to stand back just a degree or so from it, it matters
not whether he puts the cap on the toothpaste or whether he tells you when he
is going to be home or what he does with his clothing or whether he takes the
dog for a walk or whatever. You have done all of that in the other lifetimes as
well.

1994-0916-442

So what you are saying is like I have this realization like I am past, I am
present, I am future. It's all happening just like this sphere?

1994-0916-443

Of experience.

1994-0916-444

It's all happening now?

1994-0916-445

Yes, it is all happening now and you are even beyond what you see to be
experiencing in this grand sphere of all time. For you are the one who is calling
forth all time.

1994-0916-446

So it's kind of like, Jon Picard when he was jumping between now present and
past and he just kept... like he was playing a multidimensional chess game on
TV?

1994-0916-447

Yes, exactly.

1994-0916-448

How fun.

1994-0916-449

That is you. That is what you are doing and as you sit and you behold what is a
story you relate to it and you say inside of you, a part of you, you say, "Yes, I
know what he's doing." You know what he's doing because you are doing it
yourself all the time.

1994-0916-450

And as you allow what you believe your consciousness to be, your awareness to
be, as you allow that to expand you find yourself in an experience of another
dimension. As you sit in quietness and meditation you will be off somewhere and
yet, you are still sitting, what you would see as your own chair in your own home,
but you are off experiencing something else.

1994-0916-451

You can jump to different what we call time without going crazy.

1994-0916-452

Exactly.

1994-0916-453

I just had to ask.
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1994-0916-454

It is the world that would say unto you that you are only this point of focus and
that is insanity for it is untrue.

1994-0916-455

Was my experience when I was talking to Judi, you were overhearing.

1994-0916-456

I do listen in.

1994-0916-457

Was the experience where I was standing up in I think Alaska and the
Caribou were coming. Was that a vision or was that past? It was neat.

1994-0916-458

It was yes, a vision. It was yes, a reality. Would you call it past? That is your
knowingness. Would you call it future? That is your knowingness as you would
claim it. What you would say you desire it to be. It is both past and present as
the vision was there and future as you will relive it.

1994-0916-459

This lifetime? I mean I know we are getting mundane.

1994-0916-460

Yes, why not?

1994-0916-461

Sometimes it's hard for me, you know when you get things that are subtle. I
don't need to get hit again by a truck, but sometimes it's hard when things
are just subtle to know what to act on because it is not compelling or....

1994-0916-462

Ah, but even the subtitles become compelling after awhile. They will come back
and back and back until you cannot ignore them any longer.

1994-0916-463

So that's what you were talking about on Sunday where the imaginings
become possibilities become realities?

1994-0916-464

Yes. As you allow the imaginings, the imagination to think of possibilities and as
you dwell with the possibilities they become probabilities and as you dwell with
the probabilities they become realities - with a small "r" - and you experience
them, yes. In any part of that process, as you would see process to be, you can
always stop it and go off on another tangent.

1994-0916-465

I guess the reluctance I have with that is, I mean, you know some people can
will things to happen and they can have it happen that everything falls apart
around it. But there is also that moment of grace and divine order and
things. And that's what I'm interested in. I am not interested in burning and
crashing anymore.

1994-0916-466

Indeed, you have already done that.

1994-0916-467

Yes.

1994-0916-468

There are those who would sit and will something to happen and for some of will
it, it happens. For some they will will it and will will it and they will say all of
the right things and all of the affirmations and they will have all of the fancy
words and all of the, what you would call, the book learning and still it does not
happen.
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1994-0916-469

For the one who has willed it and it manifests it is because they know their
oneness with their creative power. They know that they are the creative holy
Child. Now, they may not term it that and they may not call it in consciousness
and explain it that way, but at a deep level they know that they are the master
upon this plane and that they are calling forth everything that they see in front
of them, as is the truth for you and for all of the brothers and sisters.

1994-0916-470

But not like being a magician, but being at one with the Divine Oneness in the
abundance.

1994-0916-471

Yes, exactly, and the surety of knowing that I am the abundance because I am
the creator of that abundance. It is not that it comes to me magically from
outside and it is not that I will sit in a chair for sixteen lifetimes and I will pray
and by that time I will become so worthy that it will be showered upon me. No,
because you have all done that. You have all tried that in all of your lifetimes.

1994-0916-472

You have been the monks and the nuns and you have studied and made yourself
very very pure according to what the society and the belief was in those times.
And yet, what you have desired to manifest, so you thought, has not come. What
you desired to manifest yes, did come. You desired to manifest your purity. It is
always there. You are always pure.

1994-0916-473

Now you are coming unto a place, the topic that we have been speaking of this
evening, you are coming unto a place where you are no longer saying, "I am the
student, that I am going back to school again, that it is necessary to go back to
school." But you are coming to the place of claiming your mastership. You are
claiming the master that you are and you are coming to that place of saying, "I
do not understand exactly how all of this works together, but I know that I and
the Father are one. I know that I manifest upon this plane. I am life. I am
expressing upon this plane. I am experiencing," and you are. "I know that I call
forth what I see in front of me and I call it good," for it is good. It is as this one
has said, "There are no wrong decisions." No wrong choices.

1994-0916-474

Everything is good for it is as catalysts that will bring you Home. You have called
it forth in order to give yourself opportunity to see it anew. In order to give
yourself opportunity to come unto a place of clarity about who you are and where
you desire to be and how you desire to express. That is what it is all about.

1994-0916-475

The belief, the fear, of that there could be a wrong decision has come out of
what you would see as many many many lifetimes of the body crying out to you
where you made a decision, a choice which then led to the choice of laying down
the body and you have said, "Oh, oh, wrong choice."

1994-0916-476

It was not a wrong choice it was just a choice for in what you would see as the
next instant, for there is not time, but in the next moment you have raised up a
new body and begun expressing upon this plane again. But it has been the voice of
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the body that has said that there could be a wrong decision that would be set in
concrete for the body felt itself to be set in concrete and this was literally true
many times.
1994-0916-477

Jeshua, there is a teaching among some of the yoga teachings about the
feelings that you have are actually karma. Everything you feel is your karma
or your past which is now. To me that tends, when people say that, that can
tend to dismiss or minimize what people are feeling in the moment and then
there is actually like a dismissal of that rather than experiencing and letting
it "poof"?

1994-0916-478

Indeed, it has come up in order to be looked at and to be seen as the shadow
that it is and then to be released as you shine the Light of your countenance
upon it. As you shine the Light of the Truth that you know upon it. It dissolves as
the shadow that it is.

1994-0916-479

To say that it is your karma and to dismiss it that way is as you would have
someone come and offer you a gift upon a silver platter and you say, "No, I will
not take that. Take it away. I will not deal with it." The feelings, the karma if
you will want to call it that, comes as a blessing, as a gift for you to unwrap it
and to see what is in that gift for you in order to see it in its wholeness.

1994-0916-480

There are, what you would see within the concept of the allness of time, past,
present and future of the experience, the is seen to be memory that is carried
from one lifetime to another lifetime. This has been called karma or karmic
feelings that you have had in other lifetimes. Very deeply set belief patterns
that are limiting and yet, they are not in the past for as they come up, I mean,
where are they? They are right here. As one has it even though they would say
this is a karmic thing and try to say that it is past them where they are
experiencing it, right in the now, in order to see it in its wholeness.

1994-0916-481

They can refuse which they have done, to look upon it and to say unto the
servant, "Take that silver platter away. I will not deal with it," and that has
been done lifetime after lifetime. But it will come up again for the holy Child
desires to know her wholeness. So she will bring in front of her, all of the gifts
that bring her Home, by whatever term you want to call it.

1994-0916-482

All of the limiting beliefs, all of the fears, all of the voices that speak from the
soil of separation will all come up in their own time to be seen in wholeness for
the holy Child has decreed, "I will come Home."

1994-0916-483

Do people that are telepathic in nature, that's how they communicate, is
there a difference in how they view their life? You know like past, present
and future?
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1994-0916-484

Indeed. For they are allowing themselves to know that they are not limited by
this point of focus or by what they body would speak unto them or what they
would say is the usual comfort zone of knowingness. They are allowing themselves
another way of knowing the unlimitedness that they are, of proving to themselves
by telepathy that they are unlimited. It is another experience of the holy Child
within the concept of the Allness.

1994-0916-485

So it is like we have a time shift. I mean with people who talk it would look
like a time shift because they are experiencing everything differently without
divisions and separations?

1994-0916-486

Exactly. What they are allowing themselves to do is to expand into the whole
Mind that they are and to go unto what would be seen as a past or a future time
to experience what is either seemingly happening then or will happen or has
happened and to bring that into the present moment. That is why ones who have
allowed themselves the unlimitedness can go and to touch one and instantly they
will see where this one has been, what they have experienced. That happens when
we touch. When I come and I hold your hands, there is a communication that
allows the oneness, the transference of what you see to be your experience to
what I see as my acceptance of that experience. There is nothing that is hidden.
There is no separation. You have heard that said many many times.

1994-0916-487

That is why ones can come and be in your presence and they can know what is in
your heart. They can read your face, yes, they can read your heart. They can
see. There are ones who have allowed themselves the unlimitedness of seeing
what has gone on in previous moments, years of this lifetime as it would be seen,
or in previous lifetimes even, that you are bringing forward into your conscious
expression in what you see this to be this lifetime.

1994-0916-488

All of you can do that and have done that. All of you, if you will receive it, have
already experienced being the seer who could look into the future and prophesy.
All of you have been the ones who have been the oracles. All of you have been
the ones who have sat with a brother or a sister and have known what was in
their heart and have been able to share with them exactly what has gone on and
how they saw it and then to share with that brother or sister a new way of
looking at what has transpired.

1994-0916-489

All of you have done that. That is why when I speaks words such as this, there is
a knowingness, there is a relatedness where you can say, "Yes, yes, I can
understand what he is talking about." Of course you do. You have already done it.
You have done it in this lifetime. You've done it in other lifetimes, as you would
see lifetimes to be.

1994-0916-490

And now, beloved ones, would there be any further questions for this evening?

1994-0916-491

I am all questioned out.
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1994-0916-492

At least for the time being.

1994-0916-493

One quick one. The voices that I have heard like the two times that I heard
a rather ferocious arguments between my housemates that didn't occur and
my other housemate hearing her call my name and presumably it didn't occur.
Is this some sort of thing that is going to develop in me? Do you see that as
happening?

1994-0916-494

Yes, beloved one. What you are picking up on was energy that was not expressed
in the way that you would ordinarily see it as the verbal words, the verbal
language. It was language with the two housemates that you heard with some
energy there, it was language that they wished to express but were not
expressing with the words, directly. You were picking up on the language that
was unspoken.

1994-0916-495

This will be developing more and more for you, for you are allowing yourself to
expand what you have felt your beingness to be. You have felt a comfort zone
that has said, "This is who I am." You are allowing that to be as the veil that it
is, to be pushed gently aside, to be expanded. It is not a brick way. You do not
have to hammer upon it. It is a very gentle veil that you are allowing moment by
moment to be expanded and it unfolds easily.

1994-0916-496

Is the purpose for increased understanding?

1994-0916-497

Yes, and also for the understanding of yourself that you are not limited. Also for
you to hear what is going on and to know that it is as a program that you would
watch upon your TV. You can either tune into it or you can switch the channel.

1994-0916-498

Thank you.

1994-0916-499

Thank you, beloved one.

1994-0916-500

Thank you for being here.

1994-0916-501

It is my grand joy to be here and to be amongst the people. To reach out and
touch, to smile, to joke, to Love, to express that in a very tangible way. To reach
out and say, I honor you for who you are and what you are allowing yourself to
express in this day and time.

1994-0916-502

I honor all of you for the courage that it has taken to come in this evening. For
putting forth what you would see as the energy to make trek unto this place and
to sit the bodies upon the chairs for a long time interval. Perhaps it is not too
comfortable, but you have allowed yourself to be here and to be in the joy of
this moment.

1994-0916-503

I honor all of you for the courage that it has taken to come and to express who
you are even amongst all of the arenas that would not seemingly be of Love, and
yet there is always Love in every arena. I thank you for your willingness to come
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and to share your Light and your Love with me. Your questions, yes, which are fun
to entertain and the questions themselves are entertaining.
1994-0916-504

We have often joked that we would have all of those questions out in the middle
of the floor, which we do, and see what they will do to entertain us and they
never fail to entertain.

1994-0916-505

Go as the masters that you are. Know that you are finished in going back to
school. It is not necessary any longer. You are not held here upon this plane
against your will in order to study and to learn and to come up over whatever the
challenges would seem to be. You are the masters upon this plane and you have
chosen to be here in this point of focus and you have chosen to be here to
express the joy that you are and the Love that you are and to be in wholeness
the holy Child that you are in every moment. To play with the imagination. To go
where no man yet has dared to go and yet, this woman dares to go.

1994-0916-506

All of you, all of you dare to go for you are the masters upon this plane. As you
allow yourselves, your Self as the one Self that you are, as your allow yourself to
come unto an evening such as this and to play with the possibility, the probability,
the reality that something such as this could even happen, you are allowing what
has been the comfort zone to be expanded. You are allowing the image of who
you thought yourself to be even if it was this far, to be expanded until you will in
time, know your unlimitedness.

1994-0916-507

You will be crucified, yes, as I was, but not the body. You will allow the limiting
beliefs to be crucified and what you will resurrect is the holiness, the wholeness
of the Child that you are. You are a delight. Allow yourself to remember that in
every moment. You are truly the delight of our Heavenly One Source.

1994-0916-508

So be it.

